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Praises and thanks are to the God who is Sufficient for a person who seeks His help. And, 

He guides the one who asks to be guided. And peace be upon Muhammad and His Ahlul-

Bait and curses be upon their enemies. 

 

Virtuous  

I advise myself and you to be virtuous and improve our morality and purify it from 

bad temper and trine yourself. Allah order us: {7 By the Soul, and the proportion and 
order given to it;8 And its enlightenment as to its wrong and its right;-9 Truly he 

succeeds that purifies it,10 And he fails that corrupts it. Surah91}. Also our prophet 

said: no one can become one of Motaqin unless he looking after his action more 

stricter that those who look after his financial partner; so he will recognize his 

drink and his food and his clothes come from Halal or Haram. 

Important events 

we had very important event of Ashura, the day that remember us the worst 

catastrophe in the history of humanity. Also tomorrow will be the martyrdom of 

Imam Sajad (A.S). 

Ideal Matam  

In continue of our discussion of ideals we spoke about ideal Matam and we point 

three of these aspect. First, it should be just for Allah. Second, it should keep the 

massage of Ashura Alive and the third one is being attention abot the massage and 

teaching of Ashura today we continuing this subject by three of these aspects.  

First, it should be away from all Haram things for example men and women mixed 

in the gathering or making Mattam with musice and hearting yourself that god 

made this Haram.  

The second aspect is that these Mattams should dispread the massage of Ashora all 

around the world furthermore they should try to perform  its teaching. This is the 

secret of why Imam Hussein(A.S) bring his relatives to Karbala. Because they 

went to Kufe and Sham and they made Cultural Revolution against Yazid and his 

government. Historical book narrated that they did not enter to the city unless they 

were happy of their failure in war and they did not exit cities unless they were 

crying for them and damned Imam Hussein (A.S) enemies. 



These events happened just because of actions of Imam’s relatives. One of the 

great one is the speech of Zeynab(S.A) in Kufe when she said: O, people of Kufe. 

O, people of deceive and traitor. Do not stop crying and never stop wailing. You 

are like who can act upon his promise but they forgot it. So cry a lot and smile so 

little. Can you understand you dilacerate Prophet Mohamed’s liver and you splash 

blood of whom …. And when she became quite all Kufa was wailing. 

The second important speech was by Imam Sajad (A.S) in Sham. He start like this: 

those who know me and those who do not. I introduce myself. I am the son of 

Meka and Mena. I am the son of Zamzam and Safa. I am son of who carried the 

Rukn by his clothe (it point the story of prophet Mohamed) and so on. Then he 

start Imam Ali’s characteristics: I am the son of Ali, Mortaza. who emigrate two 

time and make beiat with prophet Mohamed two time and he was in Badr and 

Honain and he was not pagan even for moment… and when he finished all people 

start wailing.  

And about himself he never stop crying for Imam Hussein and he shown the real 

face of Bani omayeh. He always fought with cruelty and it is clear during his trip 

to Kufe and Sham.   

May Allah help us to follow him as well. 
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